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ABSTRACT
Functional classification of genes represents
a fundamental problem to many biological studies.
Most of the existing classification schemes are
based on the concepts of homology and orthology,
which were originally introduced to study gene
evolution but might not be the most appropriate
for gene function prediction, particularly at
high resolution level. We have recently developed
a scheme for hierarchical classification of genes
(HCGs) in prokaryotes. In the HCG scheme, the
functional equivalence relationships among genes
are first assessed through a careful application of
both sequence similarity and genomic neighbor-
hood information; and genes are then classified into
a hierarchical structure of clusters, where genes
in each cluster are functionally equivalent at some
resolution level, and the level of resolution goes
higher as the clusters become increasingly smaller
traveling down the hierarchy. The HCG scheme
is validated through comparisons with the
taxonomy of the prokaryotic genomes, Clusters of
Orthologous Groups (COGs) of genes and the Pfam
system. We have applied the HCG scheme to 224
complete prokaryotic genomes, and constructed a
HCG database consisting of a forest of 5339 multi-
level and 15770 single-level trees of gene clusters
covering  93% of the genes of these 224 genomes.
The validation results indicate that the HCG scheme
not only captures the key features of the existing
classification schemes but also provides a much
richer organization of genes which can be used
for functional prediction of genes at higher
resolution and to help reveal evolutionary trace of
the genes.
INTRODUCTION
Genes that have evolved from the same ancestral gene,
generally called homologs, can be classiﬁed into two
categories, orthologs and paralogs, where orthologs refer
to genes that have evolved from the same ancestral gene
via speciation and have maintained the same biological
function, while paralogs refer to genes that have evolved
from the same ancestral gene via speciation and duplica-
tion, and perform similar but distinct biological functions.
Numerous research eﬀorts have been devoted to the
identiﬁcation of orthologs, among which the most widely
used are (a) the sequence similarity based approach such
as the bi-directional best hit, the Clusters of Orthologous
Groups (COGs) of proteins (1,2), and Pfam (3) and
(b) gene phylogenetic tree based approach such as (4–6).
While homology and orthology are widely used
concepts for studying gene evolution, our recent studies
suggest that they might not necessarily be the most
adequate concepts for functional prediction of genes. For
example, Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of 291
genes and their functional equivalence relationships
(as measured by their BLASTP e-values (7)) among each
other, where each node represents a gene and each edge
represents that the reciprocal BLASTP e-value between
the two corresponding genes are  1.0. According to their
NCBI annotations (release of March 2005), most of these
291 genes encode the two-component system’s regulatory
proteins of either the sporulation or chemotaxis family,
and belong to four diﬀerent orthologous gene groups,
cheB, cheY, spo0A or spo0F. Interestingly, these genes
form a few natural dense clusters in this graph, and the
four orthologous gene groups (marked in diﬀerent colors)
each roughly correspond to one of these natural clusters.
However, the layered structure within these clusters
seems to convey much richer information than the four
orthologous groups, and seems to suggest that the
concepts of homology and orthology might not be
adequate to capture the overall richness of the functional
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that a richer framework is needed to represent the
functional equivalence relationships among genes so that
it can then be used for functional inference of new genes
at a more detailed or higher resolution level.
We present, in this article, a framework for hierarchical
classiﬁcation of genes (HCGs) for prokaryotes to
represent the genes’ functional equivalence relationships
at multi-resolution levels. We have ﬁrst deﬁned the level
of functional equivalence between a pair of genes by
using both sequence similarity and genomic neighborhood
information. We have then applied this equivalence
measure to all gene pairs in genomes under study,
and have represented the genes and their equivalence
relationships using a graph similar to the one in Figure 1.
Under such a graphical representation, we consider each
densely intra-connected sub-graph with sparser connec-
tions with the rest of the graph as a cluster of functionally
equivalent genes at a certain resolution level. We have
noted that the sub-graphs (clusters) naturally form
a hierarchical (or tree) structure, and have therefore
used a graph-theoretic technique, called a minimum
spanning tree (MST)-based clustering algorithm (8,9), to
identify gene clusters from this graphical representation.
By applying this computational scheme to our target
genomes, we have obtained a collection of functionally
equivalent gene clusters, which are naturally organized
as a forest. The root-level cluster of each tree represents
a cluster of genes that are functionally equivalent
at a certain level deﬁned by sequence similarity alone,
and a child-level cluster always contains a sub-set of genes
of its parent cluster that are functionally equivalent at
higher resolution than the genes in the parent cluster.
Compared to the existing methods used for functional
classiﬁcation of genes, e.g. the COGs of proteins (1,2) and
Pfam (3), our HCG approach is unique in the following
aspects. First, both the COG and Pfam are only based
on the sequence similarity information of genes. Whereas,
since the HCG is speciﬁcally designed for prokaryotic
genomes, it combines the genomic neighborhood informa-
tion, which is complementary to the sequence similarity
information and reveals the functional relatedness among
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Figure 1. A graphical representation of 291 genes and their functional equivalence relationships (as measured by their BLASTP e-values). Each node
represents a gene, and each edge indicates that the reciprocal BLASTP e-values between the two genes  1.0. The layout of the nodes and edges is
generated by using the Pajek Software (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/), where the Euclidean distance between two genes and the
darkness of their connecting edge are both roughly proportional to their BLASTP e-value. That is, the smaller their BLASTP e-value is, the closer
their two nodes are located, and the darker their connecting edge is. Most of these genes encode the two-component system regulatory proteins of
either the sporulation or the chemotaxis family. See Tables S-1.1–S-1.5 in the Supplementary Data for descriptions of those genes that do not have
accompanying IDs. Based on their COG, GO, Pfam and NCBI annotations, these genes fall into ﬁve diﬀerent groups, cheB ( ), cheY ( ), spo0A
( ) spo0F ( ), and genes without further speciﬁcations (g). Each dotted ellipse contains genes that form a cluster via the guilty-by-association rule
when a certain percentage of insigniﬁcant (bottom) edges are removed, where an edge is less signiﬁcant if it is associated with a higher BLASTP
e-value. See Figure S-1 in the Supplementary Data for additional information of these genes and their functional equivalence relationships.
2126 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7genes in prokaryotic genomes, with the sequence similarity
information to capture the functional equivalence rela-
tionships among genes in a more comprehensive fashion.
Second, unlike the Pfam, which is organized around
functional or conserved domains of genes, the HCG is
organized around full-length genes and captures the
equivalence relationships among genes. Third and more
importantly, unlike the COG and Pfam where clusters
are parallel to each other though some may have overlaps
but no cluster is contained inside another, the HCG
adopts a hierarchical structure of clusters so that clusters
are either parallel-to or part-of each other. Similar ideas
of organizing clusters hierarchically have been used
for structure-based protein classiﬁcation such as in the
SCOP database (10), whose three-level classiﬁcation
scheme (fold, superfamily and family) has provided
much richer and more useful information than a one-level,
homologous/non-homologous, structure-based classiﬁca-
tion scheme for protein structure prediction.
The validation of our gene clustering is carried out
computationally through comparisons with the taxonomy
of genomes, and COG and Pfam classiﬁcations. Through
the comparisons, we have demonstrated that (1) the HCG
classiﬁcation essentially contains the information provided
by the COG and Pfam classiﬁcation schemes, including the
functional clusterability of genes, and (2) the functional
diversity and taxonomic diversity of each HCG cluster
become increasingly lower as we move down from the root
of a clustering tree along the HCG hierarchy, indicating
that genes in each cluster are functionally equivalent
at increasingly higher resolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The establishment of the HCG classiﬁcation is based
on three key steps, where the ﬁrst one is to quantify
the functional equivalence relationships among genes,
the second one is to cluster genes in a hierarchical manner
based on their functional equivalence relationships
among each other, and the last one is to functionally
annotate each identiﬁed cluster. The ﬂowchart of this
procedure along with additional details is given in
Figure 2. Due to the space limitations, we only provide
brief descriptions for the ﬁrst two steps—scoring the
functional equivalence between genes and hierarchical
clustering of genes and leave the details of these two
steps as well as the third step, automated annotations
of clusters, in the Supplementary Data.
Data preparations
Among the 658174 genes in the 224 complete prokary-
otic genomes (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/,
release of March 2005), 610811 genes each have at
least one hit when searching against the 224 genomes
using the reciprocal BLASTP with both e-values  1.0.
Throughout the rest of this article, we consider only
those gene pairs with both their reciprocal BLASTP
e-values  1.0.
As depicted in Figure 2, our scoring scheme for
functional equivalence between genes has a few para-
meters to be optimized. We have therefore created a
positive training set consisting of known orthologous gene
pairs and a negative set consisting of non-orthologous
Quantify the functional equivalence relationship between genes from
both sequence similarity and genomic neighborhood points of view
(Section 2.2).
Sequence similarity: Combine the multi-dimensional Smith–
Waterman measurements (Supplementary).
Training data:
Orthologous vs. non-
orthologous gene pairs 
(Data preparations)
Genomic neighborhood: Likelihood of genes belonging to the
same operon (Supplementary). Training data:
Known operonic gene
pairs (Supplementary)
Combine both sequence similarity and genomic neighborhood
information (Supplementary).
Cluster genes based on their functional equivalence relationships among
each other (Hierarchical clustering of genes based on their functional 
equivalence relationships).
Minimum spanning tree based hierarchical clustering
algorithm (Hierarchical clustering algorithm).
Post-processing: with reference to the taxonomy of genomes
(Post-processing: pruning with reference to the taxonomy of 
genomes).
Summarize functional properties of the clusters (Supplementary).
Based on NCBI annotation of genes.
Based on Gene Ontology annotation of genes.
Figure 2. A ﬂowchart of the procedure for establishing the HCG.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7 2127gene pairs so that the scoring function can optimally
distinguish between the two data sets. For our training
sets, a gene pair (g1,g2) from two genomes is considered
to be orthologous if and only if they are both enzymes
with identical EC numbers and have exactly the same
enzymatic property description in the Enzyme Database
(http://ca.expasy.org/enzyme/). A gene pair (gˆ1,gˆ2) from
two genomes is considered to be non-orthologous if and
only if an orthologous gene pair (gˆ1,g2) can be found in
the positive set such that (i) g2 and gˆ2 are diﬀerent genes in
the same genome, and (ii) the probability for g2 and gˆ2 to
be in the same operon is negligible (Section Scoring func-
tional equivalence), suggesting little chance for them to be
duplicated genes. We have randomly selected one genome
from each of the 115 genera covered by the 224 genomes,
and created the positive and negative training sets from
these 115 genomes. The resulting positive set consists of
218539 orthologous gene pairs, and the negative set
consists of 117959 non-orthologous gene pairs.
Scoring functionalequivalence
It should be noted that most of the existing methods for the
prediction of orthologous genes, e.g. COG (2), only uses
sequence similarity information. Little genomic context
information has been used, though such information is
complementary to the sequence similarity information and
provides useful information for detection of orthologous
genes, as shown in (11–16). We have observed that in our
training sets, an orthologous gene pair (g1,g2) is much
more likely than a non-orthologous gene pair to have a
companion gene pair (gˆ1,gˆ2) of high sequence similarity,
with gi and gˆi (i¼1, 2) being in the same genomic
neighborhood (A gene g1 is considered to be in the
genomic neighborhood of another gene gˆ1 if and only if the
probability for g1 and gˆ1 to belong to the same operon is
non-negligible See the Supplementary Data.), 20% versus
3%. This is a key piece of information that we have used to
score how functionally equivalent (Note that we cannot
quantify orthology as it is more a concept of yes or no and
hence have introduced the concept of functional equiva-
lence.) We have shown that genomic context information
(speciﬁcally operons) can substantially help to improve the
prediction accuracy of orthologous gene groups for
prokaryotes (17).
Given a pair of genes (g1,g2), we use the following
to score their functional equivalence.
fðg1,g2Þ fðhðg1,g2Þ, genomic neighborhood of g1,
genomic neighborhood of g2Þ
  fh ðg1,g2Þ, gi : Pððg1,giÞ2OperonÞ40
  
,
 
 fgj : Pððg2,gjÞ2OperonÞ40g
 
¼ hðg1,g2Þ 1 þ  
X
i,j
Pððg1,giÞ2OperonÞPððg2,gjÞ
"
 2OperonÞIðhðgi,gjÞ thigh qualityÞ
#
ð1Þ
In Equation (1), h( , ) represents a gene pair’s sequence
similarity—higher h( , ) values mean higher sequence
similarities; the genomic neighborhood of a gene g consists
of those (consecutively) adjacent genes gi whose prob-
abilities to be in the same operon of g are non-negligible;
 i,j is over all gene pairs (gi,gj) with gi and gj belonging
to the genomic neighborhood of g1 and g2, respectively;
P(( , )2Operon) is the probability for two genes to belong
to the same operon; I( ) is an indicator function; thighquality
is a threshold so that a gene pair with their sequence
similarity above thighquality is more likely to be orthologous
than non-orthologous based on the sequence similarity
information alone; and   determines the relative strength
of the genomic neighborhood information relative to the
sequence similarity information.
The rationale for using Equation (1) to assess
functional equivalence among genes lies in the following.
First, we believe that a gene pair’s sequence similarity
information [h( , )] should be a dominating factor in
determining their level of function equivalence, while their
genomic neighborhood information should play only
a secondary role. Second, the more likely two genes
belong to the same operon, the more functionally related
the two genes are, and the more functional information
one gene reveals about the other gene. Therefore, we have
set the impact of (gi,gj) on the equivalence relationship
between g1 and g2 proportional to the probability that
g1 and gi (as well as g2 and gj) belong to the same operon.
And ﬁnally, for g1 and g2, the gene pairs in their genomic
neighborhoods should be reliable enough to be consid-
ered as supporting evidence for (g1,g2)’s equivalence
relationship. Therefore, by using the indicator function
and thighquality, only those pairs that are more likely to
be orthologous than non-orthologous are incorporated
to enhance the functional equivalence relationship
between g1 and g2.
A discussion on how h( , ) and P(( , )2Operon) are
computed and how the relevant parameters are optimized
are given in the Supplementary Data.
With the parameters of function f( , ) being optimized
on the training data, we have achieved a classiﬁcation
error rate 13.00% when applying a Bayesian classiﬁer to
distinguish between the orthologous and non-orthologous
training data. As a comparison, when the Bayesian
classiﬁer is performed directly on BLASTP e-values for
the same purpose, the best classiﬁcation error rate we can
achieve is 18.47%. This indicates that f( , ) is better than
BLASTP e-values in distinguishing between the positive
and negative data.
Hierarchical clustering of genesbasedon their functional
equivalence relationships
We use a graph G(V
all, E
all) to represent all the 609887
genes of 224 genomes and their functional equivalence,
where V
alland E
all denote the node and edge set,
respectively. In this graph representation, genes are
represented as nodes; and for each gene pair, the
functional equivalence relationship between the two
genes is represented as an edge with weight f( , ).
Given a gene pair (g1,g2), the level of their functional
2128 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7equivalence is reﬂected by both the weight on their
connecting edge, f(g1,g2), and the weights of the edges
that connect g1 (and/or g2) with other genes gk (k6¼1 or 2),
f(g1,gk) [and/or f(g2,gk)].
Ideally G(V
all,E
all) should consist of a number of
unconnected sub-graphs with each sub-graph representing
a group of genes that are functionally equivalent at
a certain level. However, we have found that some of the
genes are included in the same sub-graph due to
coincidental edges. Hence we have applied a graph
partitioning algorithm, the Markov Cluster Algorithm
(MCL) (18), to partition G(V
all,E
all) by removing edges
sparsely linking sub-graphs, and have obtained 21109
sub-graphs, G(V
i,E
i)( i¼1,...,21109). A discussion
is given in the Supplementary Data on the
distribution of the number of genes being included in
and the number of genomes being covered by each of these
sub-graphs.
Each of these 21109 sub-graphs can be viewed as to
represent a group of genes that are functionally equivalent
at a certain level. Recall from Figure 1 that within each
graph G(V
i, E
i)( i¼1,...,21109), some sub-sets of genes
are functionally more equivalent with each other than they
are with the other genes, and these sub-sets form a natural
hierarchy of densely intra-connected sub-graphs.
In the rest of this article, we use the term, (sub-)graphs
and clusters inter-changeably, i.e. G(V,E) denotes
a (sub)graph as well as a cluster.
Hierarchical clustering algorithm. Our clustering algo-
rithm is based on a MST representation of the graph. This
idea has been successfully used in the identiﬁcation of
regulatory binding motifs (9), clustering gene expression
data (8), etc. The details are as follows:
Disassociation measure
Given a gene pair (g1,g2), any other gene gk (k¼1,2,...)
that is functionally equivalent to both g1 and g2 provides a
piece of evidence supporting the functional equivalence
relationship between g1 and g2, and the product
f(g1,gk)f(g2,gk) reﬂects the strength of support by gk.
By combining their equivalence scores with the supporting
evidence from other genes linked to them, we deﬁne the
disassociation measure for (g1,g2), d(g1,g2), as
dðg1,g2Þ¼ f2ðg1,g2Þþ
 
r
X r
k¼1
fðg1,gðkÞÞfðgðkÞ,g2Þ
 !  1
ð2Þ
where g(k) is the kth ranked gene in terms of the value
of f(g1,gk)f(g2,gk), r is the maximum number of the
supporting genes allowed to be included in, and   deﬁnes
the level of support by gk. The two parameters r and
  provide the ﬂexibility for a user to tailor the clustering
method to their speciﬁc application. In this study, we have
set  ¼0.6, and r to be a function of the number of genes
being included in G(V
i,E
i)( i¼1,...,21109)
r ¼
 0 Vi        
Vi         þ  1
$%
ð3Þ
with | | standing for the cardinality,   bc for the ﬂoor
function,  0¼40 and  1¼100.
Cluster identification
A spanning tree (19) of a weighted graph G(V,E)i sa
connected sub-graph that includes all nodes of V but does
not contain any cycle, while a MST is a spanning tree with
the minimum total edge-dissociation measure. Based on
the deﬁnition of a cluster (9), for which the disassociation
measures among neighbors within a cluster should be
smaller than inter-cluster disassociation measures, our
problem of identifying densely inter-connected sub-graphs
can be solved by the following two-step procedure (9).
As shown in Figure 3, given a graph G(V
i,E
i)
(i¼1,...,21109), the ﬁrst step is to determine the
sequential representation of the graph by constructing a
MST using Prim’s algorithm (20); and the second step is to
identify valleys in this sequential representation of
G(V
i,E
i). It has been proved that relatively dense clusters
in such a graph have a one-to-one correspondence to the
valleys in its sequential representation, and the hierarch-
ical structure among the clusters is well preserved in the
hierarchical structure among the valleys. Hence all the
(relatively) dense clusters can be found through ﬁnding all
the valleys that stand out with high statistical signiﬁcance.
Details of this two-step procedure and related mathema-
tical proofs can be found in (8,9).
Statistical significance of clusters
Given the sequential representation of a graph G(V,E),
{g(1),...,g(|V|)}, if there are no dense clusters (and hence
valleys), then the disassociation measures between adja-
cent genes, d(g(l), g(lþ1))( l¼1,...,|V| 1), comply to the
Dirichlet distribution (9,21). So the statistical signiﬁcance
for a sub-set of genes, {g(m),...,g(n)}, to form a cluster can
be measured by the p-value computed for the hypothesis
that the disassociation measures between adjacent genes,
d(g(l),g(lþ1))( l¼m,...,n 1), comply to the Dirichlet
distribution. The smaller the p-value is, the less likely
these values comply to the Dirichlet distribution,
and therefore the more statistically signiﬁcant that
{g(m),...,g(n)} form a cluster. The details for the statistical
signiﬁcance analysis of clusters can be found in (9).
Post-processing: pruning withreference tothe
taxonomyof genomes
The 224 genomes used in our study can be classiﬁed
hierarchically, based on their ribosomal RNA genes and
their morphological and physiological characteristics
(22,23). The resulting taxonomic lineages are organized
as a seven-level tree, with the tree root being super-
kingdom (SK), followed by phylum, class, order, family,
genus and species. We have used this taxonomy tree
as a reference to perform a post-processing step on the
clustering results obtained through our MST-based
clustering algorithm to make the hierarchical system
of genes biologically solid. The basic idea of this post-
processing is that the relationship between a parent-level
cluster and its child cluster should be kept if it reﬂects
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7 2129a parent–child relationship from the taxonomic point
of view. Speciﬁcally, a cluster G(V,E) is kept if and only
if G(V,E) corresponds to a root-level cluster, or there
are no two genes of the same genome belonging to
G(V,E), or the genomes covered by G(V,E) are more
common in terms of their taxonomic lineages than the
genomes covered by G(V,E)’s parent cluster.
RESULTS
Using the scheme outlined in the Section Materials and
methods, we have generated 51205 clusters, covering
609887 ( 93%) of the total 658174 genes of the 224
genomes. About 35435 of these clusters are organized
into 5339 multi-level trees covering 534818 (87.7%¼
534818/609887) genes, and the other 15770 are organized
into 15770 single-cluster trees covering 75069 gene.
The root-level cluster of each tree can be considered
as functionally equivalent genes at a coarse level, and as
moving from the root level down to the leaf level,
each cluster contains genes having functional equivalence
at increasingly higher resolution. For each cluster, given
its genes’ NCBI annotation and the Gene Ontology (GO)
annotation (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/), we have
applied our annotation algorithm (which is detailed in
the Supplementary Data) to select representative annota-
tions to describe the functional features of this cluster.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of the number of
clusters and the depth (i.e. the maximum number of levels)
of a tree. We can observe that both distributions can
be well approximated by power-law functions. When the
15770 single-cluster trees are excluded, the number of
clusters per tree ranges from 2 to 203 with the average
being 6.64; and the depth of a tree ranges from 2 to 10
with the average being 3.41.
We provide a few examples here to illustrate how the
HCG classiﬁcation can be used to predict a gene’s
biological function at diﬀerent resolution levels and to
provide hints on the evolution trace of genes/genomes.
HCG-10: DNA-binding response regulator genes
One of the root-level clusters, HCG-10 (http://csbl.bmb.
uga.edu/HCG/displaynodeclass.php?class_string¼10.),
contains 1730 genes from 178 bacterial genomes. Among
these 1730 genes, over 99% are annotated as COG0745
(CheY-like response regulators) by the COG on-line system
(COGNITOR) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/old/
xognitor.html); about 90% of them are annotated as
DNA-binding or regulator genes by NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.-
nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/, release of March 2005); about
83% have GO annotations (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/)
and are all annotated as GO:0003677 (DNA binding) and
GO:0000156 (two-component response regulator activity);
and about 83% have Pfam annotations (http://www.san-
ger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/) and are all annotated to
contain domains of PF00072 (response regulator receiver
domain) and PF00486 (transcriptional regulatory protein, C
terminal). If a gene is predicted to belong to HCG-10, we
can predict that this gene is likely to be a DNA-binding
response regulator gene.
It should be noted that genes of HCG-10 are further
grouped into 81 sub-clusters organized as a seven-level
hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 5. As detailed
below, we have observed that genes of each descendent
cluster generally share a higher level of commonality than
genes of its parent cluster from both the functional and
evolutionary points of view.
We can take the proteobacterial genomes as an
example. Their regulator genes of the two-component
systems in response to diﬀerent environmental conditions
are further grouped into the following ﬁrst-level
sub-clusters of HCG-10, namely, (a) phoB genes
(of phoR–phoB, in response to phosphate) (24) in HCG-
10.2, (b) kdpE genes (of kdpD–kdpE, in response to
potassium) (25) in HCG-10.3, (c) irlR/yedW/cusR/czcR/
copR genes (of irlS–irlR, yedV–yedW, copS–copR,
cusS–cusR, and czcS–czcR, respectively, in response to
heavy metal) (26–29) in HCG-10.4, (d) feuP/phoP genes
(of feuP–feuQ and phoQ–phoP, in response to iron and
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Figure 3. The MST-based hierarchical clustering algorithm: the ﬁrst step is to determine the sequential representation of a graph through
constructing a MST using Prim’s algorithm, and the second step is to search for the valleys in the sequential representation.
2130 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7magnesium, respectively) (30,31) in HCG-10.5, (e) ompR
genes (of envZ–ompR, in response to osmotic stimuli) (32)
in HCG-10.6, (f) basR/qseB genes (of basE–basR and
qseC–qseB, respectively) in HCG-10.7, (g) torR/arcA
genes (of torS–torR and arcB–arcA, respectively, both
related to respiration) (33,34) in HCG-10.8, (h) cpxR
genes (of cpxA–cpxR, in response to envelope stress)
(35) in HCG-10.9, (i) ctrA genes (related to the cell cycle)
(36) in HCG-10.12.0, (j) baeR genes (of baeR–baeS)
in HCG-10.13, (k) rstA genes (of rstA–rstB) in HCG-
10.15, (l) creB genes (of creB–creC) (37) in HCG-10.18,
and (k) colR genes (of colR–colS) (38) in HCG-10.24. This
indicates that if an uncharacterized gene from
a proteobacterial genome is predicted to belong to one
of these descendent clusters, we will be able to infer to
which particular two-component system this gene belongs,
and hence provide higher resolution functional informa-
tion than what the COG, GO and Pfam classiﬁcations can
provide, since based on this we may only be able to infer
that this gene is a regulator of a two-component system.
We can further go down the classiﬁcation hierarchy to
get more speciﬁc information about a group of function-
ally equivalent genes. For example, one of the child
clusters, HCG-10.7, contains 43 genes that are annotated
as either pmrA (of pmrB–pmrA) or ygiX (of ygiY–ygiX),
where pmrA (a.k.a. baeR of baeS–baeR) genes have been
found to be involved in multi-drug resistance (39),
and ygiX (a.k.a. qseB of qseC–qseB) genes have been
found to be involved in the regulation of ﬂagella and
motility genes (40). The functional equivalence relation-
ships among these 43 HCG-10.7 genes are shown in
Figure 6. We have observed that the h( , ) value for every
pair of HCG-10.7 genes is above the threshold thighquality,
suggesting that all the HCG-10.7 genes are more likely
to be orthologous than non-orthologous. In fact, the
pmrA–pmrB and the ygiX–ygiY two-component systems
exhibit high sequence identity in several genomes (41).
However, the pmrA–pmrB and the ygiX–ygiY are not
exactly identical, since it has been found that the PmrD
protein may bind to phospho-PmrA inhibiting phospho-
PmrA’s dephosphorylation but does not have any eﬀect
on phospho-ygiX (41). The subtle diﬀerence between
pmrA and ygiX genes, which are not reﬂected by any of
the existing classiﬁcation schemes such as COG or GO,
is well captured by the two child clusters of HCG-10.7,
HCG-10.7.0 and HCG-10.7.1, which contain pmrA- and
ygiX-annotated genes, respectively. So, given a gene that is
predicted to belong to the cluster HCG-10.7.1, we can
infer that this gene is likely to be related to the regulation
of ﬂagella and motility genes, which is clearly more
detailed than this gene’s COG or GO annotation.
In addition, the level of functional equivalence between
genes, as organized in a hierarchical fashion, may
also reveal some evolutionary trace of genes, and can
therefore be used for the prediction of orthology/paralogy
relationship among genes. For example, one of the
child clusters of HCG-10, HCG-10.0, contains 76 genes
from 40 diﬀerent genomes. Among these 40 genomes,
23 genomes each have multiple genes included in
HCG-10.0. In particular, eight genomes from the
Staphylococcus genus (including Staphylococcus aureus
subsp. aureus COL, S. aureus subsp. aureus MW2,
S. aureus subsp. aureus Mu50, S. aureus subsp. aureus
N315, S. aureus subsp. aureus MRSA252, S. aureus
subsp. aureus MSSA476, S. epidermidis ATCC 12228,
and S. epidermidis RP62A, see Table S-5.1 in the
Supplementary Data for the genes of these genomes and
their HCG clustering results) each have two genes
included in HCG-10.0; and eight genomes of the Bacillus
genus (including Bacillus anthracis str. A2012, B. anthracis
str. Ames, B. anthracis str. ‘Ames Ancestor’, B. anthracis
str. Sterne, B. cereus ATCC 14579, B. cereus ATCC 10987,
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Figure 4. (A) Distribution of the number of clusters per tree, where the parameters for the power-law function are A¼16379 and k¼2.51,
and the correlation coeﬃcient between the power-law function and the real distribution curve is greater than 0.995; and (B) distribution of the
depth of a cluster tree, where the parameters for the power-law function are A¼17467 and k¼2.62, and the correlation coeﬃcient between
the power-law function and the real distribution curve is greater than 0.969.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7 2131B. cereus ZK, and B. thuringiensis serovar konkukian str.
97-27, see Table S-5.2 in the Supplementary Data for the
genes of these genomes and their clustering results) each
have three genes included in HCG-10.0. This indicates
that HCG-10.0 contains genes that may have resulted
from gene duplication. At the child level of HCG-10.0, the
16 genes from the eight staphylococcus genomes are
grouped into diﬀerent clusters. Speciﬁcally, eight genes,
each of which belongs to a distinct staphylococcus genome,
are grouped into the cluster HCG-10.0.1; and the other
eight genes, each of which also belongs to a distinct
staphylococcus genome, are grouped together with 38
other HCG-10.0 genes into the cluster HCG-10.0.0. It
suggests that the eight HCG-10.0.1 genes may be more
equivalent to each other than they are to the eight HCG-
10.0.0 genes. From an evolutionary point of view, it
suggests that the gene duplication event that has led to the
two DNA-binding response regulator genes in each of
these eight staphylococcus genomes may have occurred
before the speciation of the eight staphylococcus genomes
from each other. We have made similar observations
about HCG-10.0.0 and its descendent clusters.
Particularly, at the child level of HCG-10.0.0, the eight
genes of the eight staphylococcus genomes are grouped
together with a gene of Geobacillus kaustophilus HTA426
into the cluster HCG-10.0.0.1; and at the leaf level of
HCG-10.0.0, the 24 genes from the eight bacillus genomes
are grouped into three diﬀerent clusters, HCG-
10.0.0.0.0.0, HCG-10.0.0.0.0.1 and HCG-10.0.0.0.0.2,
respectively, with each cluster having only one gene
from each and every of these eight bacillus genomes. It
indicates that the gene duplication event that has led to
three DNA-binding response regulator genes in each of
these eight bacillus genomes may have occurred before the
speciation of these eight bacillus genomes from each other
but after the speciation of these eight bacillus genomes
from the eight staphylococcus genomes.
HCG-424: Ribonucleotide reductases
It has been documented that there are three major classes
of ribonucleotide reductases (42). Class I, encoded by
the nrdA–nrdB or nrdE–nrdF genes, is dependent on
oxygen and requires the substrate to be a ribonucleotide
diphosphate. Additionally, the ribonucleotide reductases
of class I can be further divided into two sub-classes,
where one sub-class (Ia) is encoded by the nrdA–nrdB
genes, and the other sub-class (Ib) is encoded by the nrdE–
nrdF genes. These two sub-classes are diﬀerent in their
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Figure 5. A hierarchical structure formed by HCG-10 and its descendant clusters, where most of the genes belonging to HCG-10 are annotated as
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2132 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7allosteric regulations, where the class Ia is inhibited by the
binding of dATP to an allosteric activity site, but the class
Ib is insensitive to the inhibitor. Class III, encoded by the
nrdD gene, is oxygen sensitive and requires the substrate
to be a ribonucleotide triphosphate. Class II, encoded by
the nrdJ gene, is oxygen tolerant and its preference for
diphosphates or triphosphates diﬀers for diﬀerent
organisms.
One root-level cluster, HCG-424 (http://csbl.bmb.
uga.edu/HCG/displaynodeclass.php?class_string¼424.),
contains 292 genes from 216 genomes. Among these genes,
 96% are annotated by the COG online system
as COG0209 (ribonucleotide reductase alpha subunit);
 91% are annotated by NCBI as ribonucleotide reductase;
 82% have GO annotations and are mostly annotated
as GO:0004748 (ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase
activity); and  81% have Pfam annotations and are
largely annotated as PF00317 (ribonucleotide reductase,
all-alpha domain) and PF02867 (ribonucleotide reductase,
barrel domain). All these indicate that HCG-424 contains
ribonucleotide reductase genes of classes I and II; and that
a gene can be inferred as a ribonucleoside-diphosphate
reductase gene if it is predicted to belong to HCG-424.
It should be noted that genes of HCG-424 are further
grouped into 23 clusters organized as a tree structure
with seven levels, as shown in Figure 7. While the
ribonucleotide reductase genes of classes I and II are
indistinguishable by COG, GO or Pfam classiﬁcation,
HCG-424 contains such information in its child clusters.
For example, the class II ribonucleotide reductase (nrdJ)
genes are separated from class I genes, and are grouped
into cluster HCG-424.3; and at the grandchild level of
HCG-424, the class Ib (nrdE) genes are separated from the
class Ia (nrdA) genes, and are grouped into cluster HCG-
424.0.0. This indicates that the HCG system can
diﬀerentiate these ribonucleotide reductase genes that
are functionally similar but yet distinctive.
From the evolutionary point of view, that the nrdA
genes are grouped into diﬀerent clusters at diﬀerent levels
reveals more about the evolutionary trace of the nrdA
genes than about functional diﬀerences among them. For
example, one of the grandchild clusters of HCG-424,
HCG-424.0.1, contains 38 nrdA genes and covers
36 genomes, most of which belong to the gammaproteo-
bacteria class. The descendent clusters of HCG-424.0.1
each still only contain nrdA genes but cover a diﬀerent
range of genomes. In particular, at the grandchild level
of HCG-424.0.1, the cluster HCG-424.0.1.0.0 covers
17 grammaproteobacterial genomes, most of which
belong to the enterobacteriaceae family; and at the
great-grandchild level of HCG-424.0.1, the cluster
HCG-424.0.1.0.0.0 covers six genomes, most of which
belong to the Salmonella genus. As we have observed,
from the hierarchy consisting of the cluster HCG-424.0.1
and its descendent clusters as well as other hierarchies,
it is generally true that a lower level cluster tends to
cover a narrower range of genomes.
VALIDATION OF THE HCG CLASSIFICATION
While it is desirable to go through each of the 5339
multi-leveled and 15770 single-leveled cluster trees and
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Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7 2133manually check their soundness as we have done on the
two cluster trees in the Results section, it may not
be practical for the time being. So here we present
a computational validation on the whole clustering result,
by comparing it with the taxonomic lineages of the
224 genomes, with the COG classiﬁcation and with
the Pfam classiﬁcation, respectively.
Consistency between HCG classification and
taxonomyof genomes
The taxonomy of prokaryotic genomes is established
based on the classiﬁcation of the ribosomal RNA
genes and morphological/physiological characteristics
of these genomes (22,23) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/). Given two genomes,
their relative positions on the taxonomic tree roughly
reﬂect their evolutionary/morphological/physiological
distances. We have deﬁned a taxonomic distance
between two genomes G1 and G2, dtaxonomy(G1,G2), as
the level of the most speciﬁc taxonomic lineage that
is common to both genomes, and the taxonomic
distance between two genes g1 and g2, dtaxonomy(g1,g2),
as the taxonomic distance between the two pertinent
genomes.
The distribution of dtaxonomy(g1,g2) for the whole
gene population in HCG, denoted as the background
distribution dtaxonomy(g1,g2), is shown in Figure 8. We can
see from the ﬁgure that the background distribution of
dtaxonomy(g1,g2) is peaked at the level of super-kingdom,
indicating that two genes randomly picked from the whole
gene population are most likely to simultaneously belong
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2134 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7to the same super-kingdom but not to any more speciﬁc
taxonomic lineage.
To better understand how the distribution of dtaxonomy
(g1,g2) for genes of the same cluster varies along
diﬀerent levels of the HCG classiﬁcation, we have selected
from the whole HCG hierarchy those paths, each of
which starts from a leaf-level cluster and ends at a root-
level cluster with at least one level in between, and
have then taken from these paths the HCG clusters at
the root, leaf and middle (which is equally distant to
the root and the leaf) levels, respectively. The distributions
of dtaxonomy(g1,g2) at these diﬀerent levels are compared
with the background distribution of dtaxonomy(g1,g2)
and are shown in Figure 9, from which we have observed
the following:
  The distribution of dtaxonomy(g1,g2) at the leaf level
is substantially diﬀerent from the background distribu-
tion dtaxonomy(g1,g2). This is reﬂected by the fact that the
former distribution is much more dominant than the
latter at the taxonomic lineage levels of genome, family,
genus and species, but is much less dominant at the levels
of super-kingdom and beyond. Compared to a pair of
genes randomly chosen from the whole gene population,
a pair of genes randomly chosen from a leaf-level cluster
is much more likely to belong to the same of genome,
family, genus or species, and is much less likely to belong
to diﬀerent phyla or super-kingdoms. This indicates that
the taxonomic lineages of genomes covered by a leaf-
level cluster tend to be much less diverse than the
taxonomic lineages of all the genomes considered.
  The distribution of dtaxonomy(g1,g2) at the root level
is only slightly diﬀerent than the background distribu-
tion dtaxonomy(g1,g2), indicating that the taxonomic
diversities of the root-level clusters tend to be as great
as the taxonomic diversity of all the genomes covered
by HCG.
These observations suggest that from the root
level down to the leaf level, a cluster tends to include
genes that are increasingly less taxonomically diverse,
and the HCG classiﬁcation is to some extent consistent
with the taxonomy of prokaryotic genomes. It should be
noted, however, that due to the prevalence of horizontal
gene transfers in prokaryotes (43), the hierarchical
classiﬁcation established for some genes may not necessa-
rily agree with the taxonomy; and from this point of view
the HCG classiﬁcation provides much more information
than the taxonomy about the evolutionary trace of genes.
HCGversus COG classification
By using the COGNITOR system (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/COG/old/xognitor.html) (2), we have obtained
3179 diﬀerent COGs covering 459955 ( 70%) of the
658174 genes from the 224 genomes. We have observed
that (1) about 10% of the COGs each have fewer than
16 genes (therefore called small COGs); (2) about 12% of
the genes being covered by COG each are assigned with
more than one COGs (therefore called complex genes);
and (3) about 20% of the COGs each have more than 20%
of its covered genes being complex (therefore called
complex COGs). Overall, there are 2272 COGs that
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Figure 9. The distribution of dtaxonomy(g1,g2) at the root, middle and leaf levels of the HCG, relative to the background distribution of
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classiﬁcation only against these neither-small-nor-
complex COGs.
It should be noted that the COG and HCG classiﬁca-
tions have diﬀerent structures. In the COG system,
all COGs are parallel to each other, some of which may
have overlaps but none of which is contained inside
another. In HCG, clusters are organized in a hierarchical
way, in which clusters may be either parallel-to or part-of
each other. Therefore, comparing the consistency between
these two classiﬁcation schemes requires a new compar-
ison method, which we give below.
Consistency between COG and HCG classifications. MD
measures. To quantify the consistency between these two
diﬀerent classiﬁcation schemes, we deﬁne the matching
degree (MD) between a COG, COG, and a HCG cluster,
HCG,a s
MDðCOG,HCGÞ 
COG \ HCG jj
COG [ HCG jj
¼
COG \ HCG jj
COG jj þ HCG jj   COG \ HCG jj
ð4Þ
Note that |COG\HCG|/|COG and |COG\HCG|/|HCG
can be interpreted as the sensitivity and speciﬁcity
measures of HCG with respect to COG, respectively.
Hence the MD measure is basically a non-linear combina-
tion of the sensitivity and speciﬁcity measures (44,45). The
MD measure increases monotonically as either the
sensitivity or the speciﬁcity or both increases. Particularly,
when MD(COG,HCG) 2/3, both the sensitivity and
speciﬁcity are guaranteed to be no smaller than 2/3.
Therefore, we have used MD0 2/3 as a threshold to
indicate strong consistency between COG and HCG.
HMD measures. We also deﬁne for each COG the
highest matching degree (HMD) that can be achieved
by considering all clusters in HCG as
HMDðCOGÞ¼maxHCGMDðCOG,HCGÞð 5Þ
This measure reﬂects the consistency between the COG
and HCG classiﬁcations from each COG’s perspective.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the HCG
classiﬁcation achieves strong consistency with a given
COG if HMD(COG) MD0 2/3.
HMDr measures. We have observed cases where
the union of multiple HCG clusters is more consistent
with a COG than any individual HCG cluster. Hence we
revise Equation (5) as follows to allow for the union of
multiple HCG clusters being considered when assessing
the consistency that the entire HCG system can achieve
for a given COG.
HMDrðCOGÞ¼maxHCGjMD COG;
[
HCGj
  
ð6Þ
Note that HMDr is achieved by maximizing over all
possible combinations of HCG clusters.
For the 2272 neither-small-nor-complex COGs,
1938 (85.3%) have their HMD values higher than the
threshold MD0; and 2053 (90.4%) have their HMDr
values higher than MD0. This comparison indicates that
the vast majority of the neither-small-nor-complex COGs
are essentially included in the HCG classiﬁcation either
as a single HCG cluster or as the union of a few HCG
clusters. Hence the information conveyed by the COG
system (e.g. the clusterability of genes, functional
diﬀerence between diﬀerent COGs) is essentially convey-
able by HCG.
Functional equivalence of genes at different HCG
levels. Since the COG classiﬁcation is considered one of
the best functional classiﬁcations for genes, and genes of
the same COG are generally considered to have similar
functions, we have used the COG assignments of genes to
analyze how the functional diversity within a HCG cluster
varies from the root down to the leaf levels of the
hierarchy. More speciﬁcally, we have used the following
average entropy (AECOG) of the COGs covered by each
HCG cluster as a measure of functional diversity of the
cluster, i.e. the larger the AECOG of a HCG cluster is, the
more functionally diverse it is.
AECOGðHCGÞ¼
1
KHCG
X KHCG
k¼1
  pk logpk ½
þð1   pkÞlogð1   pkÞ 
ð7Þ
HCG denotes a HCG cluster, KHCG denotes the number of
diﬀerent COGs being covered by HCG and pk
(k¼1,...,KHCG) is the percentage of the HCG genes
annotated as the kth COG. For the kth (k¼1,...,KHCG)
COG being covered by HCG, the term
 [pklogpkþ(1 pk)log(1 pk)] measures its entropy,
which is a monotonically increasing function of pk when
pk is in the range (0,½) and a monotonically decreasing
function of pk when pk is in the range (½, 1). In particular,
when only half of the HCG genes are annotated as the
kth COG but the other half are not (i.e. pk¼½),
the entropy of this COG reaches its maximum value
of 0.693; and if all the HCG genes are annotated as the
kth COG (i.e. pk¼1), then the entropy of this kth COG
reaches its minimum value of 0. Note that AECOG captures
more information about the functional diversity of a
HCG cluster, in terms of the COG annotation of
its included genes, than simply counting the number
of COGs covered by this HCG cluster.
We have selected from the HCG hierarchy those
paths each of which starts from a leaf cluster and ends
at a root cluster with at least one level in between, have
taken from these paths the clusters at the root, leaf and
middle levels, and calculated AECOG for each selected
HCG cluster. Table 1 summarizes some statistics of
AECOG at diﬀerent levels of the HCG hierarchy. We can
see from the table that the mean values of AECOG are very
diﬀerent at diﬀerent levels, which is monotonically
decreasing from the root level down to the leaf level.
In particular, only for 40.78% of the root-level HCG
clusters, genes of the same cluster have identical COG
annotations (so that AECOG of the corresponding
HCG cluster is zero); and this percentage increases
2136 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7to 68.61% for the middle-level HCG clusters, and to
88.97% for the leaf-level clusters. This indicates that from
the root level down to the leaf level, the functional
diversity of a HCG cluster tends to be increasingly lower,
so the functional commonality shared by genes of the
same cluster is increasingly more speciﬁc.
Consistency between HCGand Pfam classifications
Pfam is a database of multiple sequence alignments
of protein domains or conserved protein regions, where
each domain or conserved region is considered to be
associated with some biological function. Pfam consists of
two sets of families, in which Pfam-A families are derived
based on curated sequence alignments, whereas Pfam-B
families are obtained through an automated clustering
procedure to supplement Pfam-A families, whose classi-
ﬁcation quality may not be as good as that of Pfam-A. The
most recent version of Pfam (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
Software/Pfam/, 05/2006) provides annotations for
448871 ( 68%) of the 658174 genes of the 224 genomes,
covering 56031 diﬀerent Pfam families. In particular,
402358 of these annotated genes have Pfam-A annota-
tions, spanning 4510 Pfam-A families. We compare the
HCG classiﬁcation only to these Pfam-A families.
The Pfam classiﬁcation is structured in a similar fashion
to that of COG. So we compare the HCG and Pfam
classiﬁcations using the same scheme described in the
section Consistency between COG and HCG classiﬁca-
tions, to measure their consistency from the Pfam’s point
of view, i.e. to replace COG in Equations (4)–(6) with
a Pfam family. Among the 4510 Pfam-A families covered,
3268 (72.5%) have their HMD values higher than the
threshold MD0; and 3716 (82.4%) have their HMDr
higher than MD0. This indicates that the majority of
these Pfam-A families are essentially included in the HCG
classiﬁcation either as single or unions of a few HCG
clusters. It should be noted that the discrepancy between
the HMD and HMDr values is mainly resulted from
that a Pfam family represents a domain used in diﬀerent
proteins and therefore may be better matched by
the union of multiple HCG clusters than by individual
HCG clusters. For example, the GTP-binding domain is
used in the protein synthesis initialization factor IF-2,
elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-G, release factor RF-3
(46), the lepA protein (47) and the selenocysteine-speciﬁc
elongation factor selB (48); and we have observed that
the PF00009 family (elongation factor Tu GTP-binding
domain) is better matched by the union of four HCG
clusters, namely, HCG-210 (including tufB/COG0050,
cysN/COG2895 and selB/COG3276 genes), HCG-226
(including fusA/COG0480 and prfC/COG0480 genes),
HCG-294 (including lepA/COG0481 and typA/COG1217
genes), and HCG-611 (including infB/COG0532 genes),
than by any individual HCG clusters.
Note that proteins belonging to the same Pfam family
are considered to share a certain level of functional
commonality. We have used the Pfam annotation of genes
to check how the functional diversity of each HCG cluster
varies at diﬀerent levels in the HCG hierarchy. We have
deﬁned the average entropy (AEPfam) of the Pfam
families covered by each HCG cluster, which is same as
Equation (7) except that the annotations are for Pfam
families rather than for COGs, and have used AEPfam to
assess the functional diversity of a HCG cluster. Similar to
AECOG, AEPfam captures more about the diversity of the
Pfam annotation of genes in a HCG cluster than the
number of Pfam annotations covered by the HCG cluster.
Table 2 summarizes some statistics of AEPfam at diﬀerent
levels in the HCG hierarchy. We can see from
the table that the mean values of AEPfam are very diﬀerent
at diﬀerent levels in HCG, which is monotonically
decreasing from the root level down to the leaf level.
In particular, for only 47.51% of the root-level HCG
clusters, all the genes in the same cluster have identical
Pfam annotations (so that AEPfam of the corresponding
HCG cluster is zero); and this number increases to 79.27%
for the middle-level HCG clusters, and to 95.06% for the
leaf-level clusters. This indicates that from the root level
down to the leaf levels, the functional diversity of each
HCG cluster becomes increasingly smaller.
Comparison between COG andPfam classifications
To better understand the consistency measures between
the HCG and the two existing classiﬁcations, we have
also compared the COG and Pfam classiﬁcations using the
same framework as in Equations (4)–(6). For the same
2272 neither-small-nor-complex COGs, when being
compared to the Pfam classiﬁcation, 1270 (55.90%) have
their HMD values higher than the threshold MD0; and
1339 (58.93%) have their HMDr values higher than the
threshold MD0. For the same 4510 Pfam-A families, when
compared to the COG classiﬁcation, only 3391 Pfam-A
families have overlaps with COG clusters, among which
1517 (44.74%¼1517/3391) have their HMD values higher
Table 1. Statistics of the AECOG measures at diﬀerent levels of the
HCG hierarchy
Minimum Maximum Mean
Standard
deviation
Percentage
of the HCG
clusters whose
AECOG¼0 (%)
Root level 0 0.6931 0.1179 0.1690 40.78
Middle level 0 0.6931 0.0776 0.1463 68.61
Leaf level 0 0.6931 0.0340 0.1064 88.97
Pfam 0 0.3466 0.0151 0.0563 49.10
Table 2. Statistics of the AEPfam measures at diﬀerent levels of the
HCG hierarchy and for COG
Minimum Maximum Mean
Standard
deviation
Percentage of
the clusters
with
AEPfam¼0 (%)
Root level 0 0.6931 0.0911 0.1338 47.51
Middle level 0 0.6931 0.0486 0.1201 79.27
Leaf level 0 0.6931 0.0162 0.0801 95.06
COG 0 0.3466 0.0040 0.0190 42.99
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 7 2137then the threshold MD0; and 1748 (51.55%) have
their HMDr values higher than the threshold MD0.
By comparing these consistency measures between the
COG and Pfam with the consistency measures between
the HCG and the two existing classiﬁcations (see Sections
HCG versus COG classiﬁcation and Consistency between
HCG and Pfam classiﬁcations, respectively), it suggests
that the HCG is more consistent with these two existing
classiﬁcations than they are with each other.
To better understand the functional diversities of HCG
clusters in the context of COG and Pfam, we have also
computed the AECOG values for each Pfam family
and AEPfam for each COG cluster. Among the 2272
neither-small-nor-complex COGs, only for 1061 (46.70%)
of them genes belonging to the same COG cluster have
identical Pfam annotations. Among the 3391 Pfam-A
families that have overlaps with COG clusters, only
for 1665 (49.10%) of them genes belonging to the
same Pfam-A family have identical COG annotations.
By comparing these functional diversity measures of the
COG and Pfam with the functional diversity measures
of the HCG (as summarized in Tables 1 and 2), it suggests
that from the middle level down along the HCG hierarchy,
HCG clusters in general have lower the functional
diversity than both COG and Pfam.
In summary, all the above comparisons indicate, on
the one hand, that our HCG classiﬁcation results are
generally consistent with these two well-known classiﬁca-
tion systems, as reﬂected by the fact most of the COG
and Pfam clusters are essentially included in the HCG
classiﬁcation. On the other hand, the comparison results
also reveal that the functional diversity of a cluster
varies along the diﬀerent levels of the HCG hierarchy,
indicating that the HCG classiﬁcation can be used to
predict biological functions of uncharacterized genes at
diﬀerent levels.
DISCUSSION
Most of the existing functional classiﬁcation schemes
of genes, such as COG and Pfam, employ a one-level
classiﬁcation strategy to group genes into parallel
groups without clearly deﬁning cross-group relationships.
As we have established in this article, such classiﬁcation
schemes, as popular as they are, may not provide the most
useful way for gene classiﬁcation for the purpose of
functional assignment of genes, particularly so when used
for high-resolution functional assignment of genes.
To address this issue, we have developed a novel way
for classifying genes into a hierarchical structure of
clusters, each consisting of functionally equivalent genes
at some resolution level while ﬁner clusters always
consisting of functionally equivalent genes at higher
resolution than the more coarse ones. This new
classiﬁcation scheme allows us to go beyond the concept
of orthologous versus paralogous genes when making
functional predictions, providing a richer and more
useful framework for examining genes in terms of their
functions.
In this classiﬁcation scheme, we have assessed the
functional equivalence relationships among genes based
on both sequence similarity and the genomic context
information, and have captured the hierarchical nature
of equivalence relationships of genes. By comparing our
classiﬁcation results with the results of other classiﬁcation
schemes, we conclude that while our classiﬁcation scheme
in general captures the key features of the existing
classiﬁcation schemes such as COG and Pfam, it provides
a much richer organization of genes, which facilitates
functional assignment of unknown genes possibly at
a higher resolution level.
A database along with a highly eﬀective search
engine of our classiﬁcation results on 244 prokaryotic
genomes has been set up, which is ready for application
by users through the internet (http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/
HCG). The details of the database and the search engine
are given in a companion article (Mao et al., submitted for
publication), to be published elsewhere.
The world-wide genome sequencing eﬀorts have
produced  350 complete prokaryotic genomes (ftp://
ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/, as of April 2006)
and this number is expected to extend beyond a few
thousand within the next few years. To keep pace with this
rapidly growing pool of complete genomes, we plan in the
future to (1) extend the HCG database to include all
sequenced prokaryotic genomes, and (2) to make our
clustering algorithm and the HCG classiﬁcation scheme
more general. One particular extension we plan to have
is to allow multi-membership of genes in parallel clusters,
which we have discovered useful to deal with genes with
multiple functions.
As the techniques and eﬀorts for genome sequencing
have advanced far ahead of those for experimental
investigations, the gap between the pool of the completely
sequenced genes and the pool of the experimentally
studied genes is expected to continue to widen.
Our classiﬁcation scheme, as we have demonstrated here,
will prove to be very useful for inferring biological
functions of genes at a high-resolution level and to
reveal hints on the evolutionary trace of genes/genomes,
and will prove to be a powerful tool for ﬁlling the gap
between the uncharacterized and the experimentally
investigated pools of genes.
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